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Introduction
Electronic information retrieval is becoming an increasing trend (most notably in higher education)
due to its cost effectiveness and ability to manage large quantities of information" As large
differences in the user population often give rise to differing requirements between users of
information retrieval systems, an insight into individual searching behaviour is important. This has
been widely recognised by writers such as Shniederman (1986) and Thimbleby (1990).

significant in changing the role of educational libraries. Research into
individual differences and search behaviour within the electronic library environment is essential if
Electronic Library Systems (ELS) are to work effectively. Sources of individual difference include
age, gender, subject knowledge, personality and learning style.
The electronic library

will

be

An ELS can be defined as :

"A

system designed for the provision and management of information for the purposes of teaching,
learning and research in which the full-text of materials is held in electronic form. Its adaptability
and cost-effectiveness allows the needs of individual institutions to be to met effectively."

The primary aim of the research reported here is to assess the ability of ELINOR, an example ELS,
to facilitate the information retrieval activities of different user groups when classified by learning
style. ELINOR is an acronym for Electronic Library INformation Online Retrieval. The ELINOR
system comprises an image and text database of books, journals and course materials which can be
directly accessed by students and staff via desktop workstations distributed across the various
campuses of De Montfort University.

Rationale for the research

The authors have not found any research regarding the effects of individual differences on
information retrieval within the electronic library environment. Previous research has attempted to
correlate user characteristics with searcher behaviour in relation to other forms of electronic
information retrieval (Allen, l99I; Balaraman,l99l; Bellardo, 1985; Borgman, 1989; Ford and
Ford, 1993; Logan, 1990 Palmer, I99l; Saracevic et al., 1988). However, these studies provide
little of substance upon which to build research within the electronic library field.
The majority of empirical research also demonstrates that the information retrieval behaviour of
different user groups has typically been measured in terms of performance, defined as outcome (for
example, precision and recall). However, the present research focuses on the process or patterns
of retrieval associated with user groups with differing learning styles when performing a range of
tasks. The major concern of the research is therefore with the actions performed rather than the
outcome achieved. Studies which have similarly sought to identify search processes include those
of Ellis, Ford and Wood (1993) and Liu and Reed (1994). However, both these studies were
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conducted within a hypertext or hyperrnedia environment. Logan (1990) found a relationship to
exist between learning style and search styles. Although the actual patterns of search behaviour
were not considered, search styles being different from patterns, the results presented by Logan
suggest that research regarding the influence of learning style on information retrieval patterns
requires further examination.
Research methodology

The research methodology employed within this investigation includes both quantitative and
qualitative methods of inquiry. The decision to reject a strict statistical approach was made with
reference to the work of Fitzgerald et al. (1985). Fitzgerald et al. suggest that information systems
and their relationship to society is closely related to human activities and involves the study of
experiences, attitudes, values, effects and responses. A purely scientific approach to the investigation
of these relationships is therefore inappropriate. This is a view with which Hirshcheim (1985) also
agrees. Galliers and Land (i987) explain that the focus of study in information systems research
must include behavioural considerations, including assessment of the effectiveness of systems
within their operational setting ahd the impact of, systems on individuals. They propose a taxonomy
of approaches to information systems research including methods which place an emphasis on the
individual. Theresearchmethodologyisinagreementwiththeirrecommendations. Themethodology
also contains elements of research methodologies previously employed within the field of individual
differences and information retrieval behaviour.
The target popuiation for the research comprises students undertaking courses within the School
of Computing and Maths at De Montfort University. In order to identify the learning styles of the
target population students were asked to complete the Learning Styles Questionnaire (LSQ) (Honey
andMumford,1992). The LSQpresents a suitable method of measurement being reliable, valid and
well-known and having been widely used in management training (Rae, 1986 ; Keal, 1988). It is
quick to administer, requires no expert knowledge for interpretation and there are no restrictions
on its use. It is also a self-report inventory which can be completed by large numbers of people at
the same time. Measures were taken to account for the influence of any extraneous factors, such
as age, gender or search experience, ensuring that the effect of learning style, alone, could be
examined.
Fifty-seven students undertook training and tasks using ELINOR, lasting approximately two hours
for each student. Several tasks were provided to assess ELINOR's ability to facilitate patterns of
information retrieval over a range of both simple and complex activities. Training ensured familiarity
with the fundamental elements of ELINOR needed to perform the tasks and was undertaken
immediately prior to the tasks to avoid problems of retention.

A logging system was employed to track the progress of participants through the tasks and so
ascertain the exact patterns of retrieval. Data regarding search patterns was recorded separately for
each task in order to assess the process of information retrieval adopted when performing different
activities. Logging systems are incapable of recording users' perceptions of their searches or
reflecting users' satisfaction (Kurth, 1993), therefore participants were also asked to complete an
evaluation questionnaire. This included questions regarding the students'perceptions of ELINOR
and the extent to which the system ailowed them to retrieve information in the way they desired.
Interviews were also conducted with each student in order to gain a further insight into their
attitudes towards ELINOR.
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Preliminary findings
Preliminary findings suggest that there may be some relationship between information retrieval
behaviour and different learning style groups when using ELINOR to perform a range of tasks.
Further statistical analysis is needed to gain a more informed picture of the overall effect, and which
aspects of information retrieval patterns are more influenced than others. If further analysis
supports the relationship, then the research may indicate that learning style requires consideration
in the design of future ELS. In this instance the finding may assist in prescribing the functionality
necessary within ELINOR (or indeed any ELS of similar description) to facilitate the patterns of
information retrieval associated with each learning style over the range of tasks included within this
research. This will aid in designing ELS which are rnore effective in meeting the requirements of
target users. If little evidence of a relationship exists, the findings may suggest that learning style
does not require consideration when designing ELS.
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